International Center Student Council (ICSC)

ICSC Purpose

The International Center Student Council (ICSC) provides globally minded students with a forum to identify and examine issues affecting students. ICSC serves as a direct link between U-M students and the International Center. It is dedicated to helping the International Center fulfill its mission. ICSC also serves to provide a global community in which members can respectfully and creatively collaborate with each other and with IC to make UM a better place for personal and professional growth.

To contact ICSC, please email icsc.contact@umich.edu.

Application

The IC is currently accepting applications for students to join the 2020-2021 ICSC cohort. If you are interested in participating, please fill out this application. ICSC members are required to attend all meetings in order to participate (dates listed on application). The deadline to submit an application is September 13, 2020.

ICSC Members
2019-2020 ICSC Members

Aanya Agarwal, Undergraduate, India
Dharivi Bansal, Undergraduate, India
Fabienne Birkle, Doctorate, Germany
Alisher Duspayev, Doctorate, Kazakhstan
Catherine Hu, Undergraduate, China
Vivian Li, Undergraduate, China
Winnie Liu, Undergraduate, Taiwan
Tanisha Mittal, Masters, India
Clare Murray, Undergraduate, Canada
Jiawen Qiao, Masters, China
Poorani Ravindhiran, Masters, India
Rahul Srivastava, Doctorate, Canada
Analia Wu, Undergraduate, Argentina/China
Ziyi Wu, Undergraduate, China
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